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About

• Amplitudes only. PM only. Mostly up to G^2 
 

• For up to S^2, overlapping (and beyond)  
results from PM worldline theories 
(Headlined by Liu, Porto, Yang;  
Jakobsen, Mogull, Plefka, Steinhoff). 
 

• Many contributors: Adamo, Aoude, Arkani-Hamed, Bautista, 
Bern, Bjerrum-Bohr, Buonanno, Cangemi, Chen, Chiodaroli, 
Chung, Cristofoli, Damgaard, Febres, Gonzo, Guevara, 
Haddad, Helset, Huang, Huang, Johansson, Kavanagh, Kim, 
KosmopoulosKraus, Lee, Lin, Maybee, Moynihan, Ochirov, 
O’Connell, Pichini, Roiban, Ross, Ruf, Sergola, Skowronek, 
Skvortsov, Shen, Steinhoff, Tourkine, Vines, White, Zeng, + 



•Briefest intro 

•Black holes from Amplitudes. Conjectures. 

•Why do we trust these results? (Checks) 

•Summary / Outlook

Outline



Gravitational Waves

Recent detection of gravitational waves drives a 
demand for analytical methods for waveform templates. 



The natural candidate is the inspiral phase,  
where perturbation theory is applied

Inspiral Merger Ringdown

How to apply Amplitudes methods 
to the field of gravitational waves?





The two-body problem
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1PN: Einstein, Infeld, Hoffmann ‘38

m = mA + mB, ν = μ/M μ = mAmB /m



Post-Newtonian approximation 
Using ADM Hamiltonian, EFT (NRGR) and Self-force 
0PN: Newton 1666 
1PN: Einstein, Infeld, Hoffmann ’38 
2PN: Ohta et. al. ’73 
3PN: Damour, Jaranowski, Schaefer, Blanchet, Faye ca. ’97 
4PN: Bini, Damour, Jaranowski, Schaefer, Blanchet, Faye, Marchand, Foffa, Sturani, 
Mastrolia, Sturm, Porto, Rothstein… ca. ‘13 
5PN*: Bini, Damour, Geralico, Foffa, Mastrolia, Sturani, Torres-Bobadilla ca. ‘19



Post-Minkowskian approximation 
Bertotti, Kerr, Plebanski, Portilla, Westpfahl, Goller, Bel, Damour, Deruelle, Ibanez, 
Martin, Ledvinka, Schaefer, Bicak…



An invitation



Unitarity: Loops from trees Spinor helicity

Double copy: Gravity = Gauge^2

The requested 2-loop 
amplitude

These Hamiltonian coefficients 
depend on the scattering Amplitudes

Hamiltonian from Amplitudes



Amplitudes: Six gluons



In modern approaches, helicity Amplitudes are written in terms of spinors

Specifying helicities can lead to considerable simplifications

Simplicity: n-Gluons



The approach can be generalized when massive vectors are involved

Our vector expressions can be written in terms of spinors

They satisfy a bunch of relations

Spinor helicity



Amplitudes for spinning binaries



A simplest Amplitude…

…matches a simplest object

The Kerr black hole!



Linearised Kerr black holes…

The interaction Lagrangian is translated into observables

The stress energy tensor enters the Lagrangian

For a linearized Kerr black hole



…from Scattering amplitudes

The stress energy tensor in momentum space

Is matched by the three-point amplitude

The amplitude is an exponential of the Lorentz generator



Observables from Amplitudes

From the 3-point amplitude, computed 1PM scattering angle

(Matches the one computed by Vines)



Observables from Amplitudes

Eikonal-inspired methods

KMOC formalism: observables 
directly from amplitudesMatch an EFT  

to obtain a Hamiltonian



• Amplitudes 
 

• PMEFT 
 

• WQEFT 
 

• Eikonal

Breakthroughs of QFT methods in the PM



For 2PM, need the 
Compton Amplitude

What is Compton for Kerr?

The minimal coupling Compton is

2PM spinning observables



GOV used it to produce an angle

Stops at S^5

Compton for Kerr
The minimal coupling Compton is



How to produce amplitudes that reproduce the Kerr 
black hole beyond linear level, beyond S^4?

Compton for Kerr

…sick!

The minimal coupling Compton is



…conjectured this Lagrangian is a black hole.

Curing the sick…

Using higher-spin theory ideas…

but let us look at something more recent… 

Problem already considered in…



Curing the sick…

…conjectured this Amplitude is a black hole.

Using higher-spin theory ideas…



Is this right?
Mmm, we don’t think so.



S^4 Hamiltonian

Look at their S^2 results…
…and ours

Match for some value of Wilson coefficient (black hole). 
But they have fewer structures!



Conjectures for black holes



SEFT

H(r2, p2)

Spin Hamiltonians from Amplitudes



We consider a Lagrangian of rank-s tensor fields, 
minimally coupled to gravity

Symmetric traceless tensor field

Covariant derivative Lorentz Generator

Spin vector/tensor

The spin tensor is obtained 
from the classical limit 



Effective Lagrangians

For non-minimal coupling, we look at the action by Levi-Steinhoff

And consider its “covariantization”. But EFT demands more operators



Effective Amplitudes

We conjectured this is a black hole.

Using spin-shift symmetry



On-shell approach

The (classical part of the) Compton amplitude

…can be written in terms of the classical spin vector 



On-shell approach

…such that the 2PM result satisfies the “black hole spin structure”?

Get the most general, spurious-pole-free Compton amplitude…

“minimal coupling”                 from S=5/2 Lagrangian



Conjectures for black holes



Were these right?
Apparently not, either…



Compton from BHPT

A most general form of the solution  
(compatible with crossing symmetry, locality, unitarity)

(This polynomial is up to S^5)



Compton from BHPT

Matching solutions of the Teukolsky equation



Compton from BHPT

Are these solutions compatible with the shift symmetry?



Why should we trust these results?
They have been checked against GR in 
several regimes



Checks: Post-Newtonian

To compare with (overlapping 
parts of) them, we may 
compute Amplitudes from the 
Hamiltonian using EFT. 



To compare with (overlapping parts of) them, we may 
compute Amplitudes from the Hamiltonian using EFT. 

Checks: Test body Hamiltonian



Checks: Test body / Self Force

Consider a generalization of 
MPD equations

With a dynamical mass function

Quadratic in curvature terms are considered

They enter in the combinations

Demanding good high energy behavior

From “self-force” considerations. 
(Detweiler redshift, circular orbit precession frequency)

They’re found to vanish



Checks: BHPT

The Teukolsky solution…

…results in shift symmetry up to S^4



Checks: Other objects (Neutron Stars)



• Amplitudes in QFT can be used to get observables,  
for black holes and more general bodies.  

• Several checks in different regimes  
(PN, test-body scattering,  
self-force, black hole perturbation theory). 

• General agreement up to S^4 black hole, and S^3 
generic bodies. But subtle beyond.

Summary



• Can black hole S^5 be obtained from amplitudes? 
Effectively? Fundamentally? 

• Double Copy? Neutron stars? Strong regimes? 

• Phenomenological: More loops!  
There is some catch up to do.

Outlook




